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Electrochemically induced metal- vs. ligand-based
redox changes in mackinawite: identification of a
Fe3+- and polysulfide-containing intermediate†
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Under anaerobic conditions, ferrous iron reacts with sulfide producing FeS, which can then undergo a

temperature, redox potential, and pH dependent maturation process resulting in the formation of oxidized

mineral phases, such as greigite or pyrite. A greater understanding of this maturation process holds

promise for the development of iron-sulfide catalysts, which are known to promote diverse chemical

reactions, such as H+, CO2 and NO3
− reduction processes. Hampering the full realization of the catalytic

potential of FeS, however, is an incomplete knowledge of the molecular and redox processess ocurring

between mineral and nanoparticulate phases. Here, we investigated the chemical properties of iron-

sulfide by cyclic voltammetry, Raman and X-ray absorption spectroscopic techniques. Tracing oxidative

maturation pathways by varying electrode potential, nanoparticulate n(Fe2+S2−)(s) was found to oxidize to

a Fe3+ containing FeS phase at −0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl (pH = 7). In a subsequent oxidation, polysulfides are

proposed to give a material that is composed of Fe2+, Fe3+, S2− and polysulfide (Sn
2−) species, with its

composition described as Fe2+1−3xFe
3+

2xS
2−

1−y(Sn
2−)y. Thermodynamic properties of model compounds

calculated by density functional theory indicate that ligand oxidation occurs in conjunction with structural

rearrangements, whereas metal oxidation may occur prior to structural rearrangement. These findings

together point to the existence of a metastable FeS phase located at the junction of a metal-based oxi-

dation path between FeS and greigite (Fe2+Fe3+2S
2−

4) and a ligand-based oxidation path between FeS and

pyrite (Fe2+(S2)
2−).

Introduction
Iron(II) sulfide is widely encountered in anoxic environments,
such as sulfide rich sediments and deep-sea hydrothermal
vents.1,2 In catalysis research, iron-sulfide minerals are valu-
able low cost alternatives to those involving precious metals.3,4

Stemming from the catalytic ability of iron sulfides to reduce
H+, CO2, and NO3

−, and the widespread observation of iron-
sulfur clusters as catalysts and electron mediators in biology,
the mineral phases and their surface chemistry are also of
high interest in origin of life studies.5–16

Iron sulfide precipitates undergo a maturation process
during which crystallinity, redox state, and molecular stoichio-
metry may vary.17,18 In the most reduced form, Fe2+S2− ranges
from n(Fe2+S2−)(aq) colloidal nanoparticles (with n < 150) to
precipitated iron(II) sulfide (n > 150), which we describe as
mackinawite-like nanoparticles n(Fe2+S2−)(s).19 Below pH 4.5,
n(Fe2+S2−)(aq) also persists as an electroactive, colloidal species
with a particle size of ca. 2 nm (referred to as FeS(nano)), which
represents an intermediate in the formation of crystalline
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mackinawite (FeS(m)) at circumneutral pH.20 The oxidative
phase transformations of Fe2+S2− to pyrite (Fe2+(S2)2−) and grei-
gite (Fe2+Fe3+2S2−4) are complex; depending on the locus of
redox chemistry, the oxidation may be ferrous iron or sulfide
ligand centered, forming ferric iron or polysulfides, respect-
ively.17 The importance of understanding these transitions in
catalysis research is highlighted by work showing that a grei-
gite working electrode produced C2 and C3 compounds from
CO2 when the potential was cycled between −1 and 0 V vs. Ag/
AgCl, but not when a constant potential of −1 V was applied.21

From a perspective of Earth history, the FeS maturation
sequence and production of polysulfides are relevant to under-
standing the preservation of biosignatures, through the sulfidi-
zation of organic material by substitution reactions with poly-
sulfides and subsequent burial in marine sediments.22–24

Fig. 1 depicts an overview of different mineral phases pro-
duced by the oxidation of nanoparticulate or crystalline FeS(m).
Except for the production of pyrite from ferrous iron and poly-
sulfide ions, most reactions are too slow to be readily observed
on short experimental time scales at room temperature.25,26

When Fe2+S2− is oxidized to greigite (Fe3S4), marcasite, or
pyrite (FeS2), a two electron oxidation process takes place invol-
ving either H2S or S0 as an oxidant that favours the oxidation
of Fe2+ at elevated temperatures (≥70 °C) or S2− at room
temperature.27–29 Furthermore, polysulfides can act as an
oxidant for Fe2+(aq) at elevated temperatures leading to the for-
mation of greigite.30 Moreover, n(Fe2+S2−)(s) has been impli-
cated to form a soluble iron polysulfide complex or cluster that
precipitates slowly as pyrite forms under ambient
conditions.25,26 To date, only a reaction kinetics model of
pyrite formation from Fe2+S2− and polarographic data hint the
existence of an intermediate in the form of a complex or
cluster ([Fe–S]x(Sn2−)y).26

During the oxidation of mackinawite (FeS(m)) to greigite by
Fe3+(aq) or O2, a Fe3+ containing phase has been detected by
Raman and Mössbauer spectroscopy.31,32 This FeS phase was

previously undetected likely due to a lack of X-ray diffraction
patterns distinguishable from mackinawite owing to poor
crystallinity.33,34 Based on Mössbauer spectra and Fe K-edge
X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) analysis, the Fe3+

content of this material was estimated to be up to 20%(mol/
mol) of the total iron content and it was termed Fe3+ contain-
ing mackinawite, with a tentative chemical formula of
Fe2+1–3xFe3+2xS2− (x < 0.1).33,35 Electrochemical access to this
Fe3+ containing mackinawite, as well as control over the for-
mation of polysulfides, could allow selective synthesis of pyrite
and greigite. Since these minerals promote different reactions,
selective synthesis via controlled ligand– versus metal–based
oxidation – as well as access to their intermediates – would be
valuable for industrial applications and for understanding the
nature of geochemical transformations.

Here, we investigated these oxidative phase transitions by
performing cyclic voltammetry on n(Fe2+S2−)(s), which was
freshly precipitated on a solid-state indium tin oxide electrode
(ITO). The observed redox reactions suggested from the vol-
tammetric signals were analyzed by ex situ sulfur K-edge X-ray
absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) and Raman spec-
troscopy. Computational models for plausible FeS complexes,
clusters, and FeS nanoparticles were generated to compare and
contrast various compositions and formation mechanisms of
Fe3+ containing mackinawite.

Experimental section
Iron(II) sulfide was freshly precipitated from an equimolar
amount of iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (99.99%, Sigma) and
sodium sulfide nonahydrate (99.99%, Sigma) dissolved in
Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ, Millipore Ltd), which was deaerated by
stirring the vial uncapped in a COY glove box overnight prior
to usage. All solutions were prepared, and manipulations per-
formed in a plastic sided glove box filled with an atmosphere

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the known aqueous oxidation pathways of iron(II) sulfide/mackinawite to greigite, marcasite and pyrite. The oxidants
employed or assumed in the respective reaction (and along with literature references) are displayed in bold; the pH and temperature of the reaction
conditions are indicated below the oxidants. Indicated in blue is the reaction studied in this work, in which an iron sulfide phase (previously termed
ferric iron containing mackinawite35) was produced using an indium tin oxide electrode at −0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, pH 7. For a detailed review of mineral
transformations of FeS, including higher temperatures, see ref. 17.
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of 4% H2 and 96% N2 and deoxygenated with palladium cata-
lysts (COY).

The cyclic voltammograms of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) samples were
measured with a HZ-7000 potentiostat (Hokuto Denko) at a
scanning speed of 10 mV s−1 and all electrode potentials are
given here in reference to Ag/AgCl (in a saturated KCl solu-
tion). For these voltammograms, equal volumes (400 µl) of
200 mM FeCl2(aq) and 200 mM Na2S(aq) were reacted for 10 min
on top of an ITO electrode with a surface area of about
11.3 cm2 and then diluted to a 7 ml volume with a K2HPO4

buffer solution (200 mM, pH 7.0). For a control experiment
containing polysulfides, sodium polysulfides (Na2Sn) were first
prepared by dissolving 0.7 mmol of Na2S and adding 2 mmol
sublimed elemental sulfur (99%, Wako) in 5 ml Milli-Q water,
with heating at 70 °C for 24 h, before being dried in vacuo in a
4% H2/N2 environment using a dry vacuum pump. As a rough
estimate of the molecular weight of Na2Sn, the molecular
weights of the dominant polysulfide species of Na2S2 up to
Na2S5 were averaged (158 g mol−1).39 5.7 mM Na2Sn(aq) was
added to 11.4 mM n(Fe2+S2−)(s) at an approximate stoichio-
metric ratio of 2 : 2 : 1 for Fe2+ : S2− : Sn2−. For the voltammo-
grams of experiments that did not contain iron, 0.5 mM of
Na2S(aq) and the prepared Na2Sn(aq) (0.5 mM) were dissolved in
100 mM K2HPO4 buffer (pH 7) shortly before the analysis as to
minimize degassing of H2S.

For the S K-edge XANES samples, batches of 20 µl of
100 mM FeCl2(aq) and Na2S(aq) were reacted first and then
diluted with a 100 mM Tris HCl (Sigma) buffer at pH 7.0 to a
final volume of 5 ml on top of an indium tin oxide electrode
(ITO). An Ag/AgCl electrode in saturated KCl was used as a
reference electrode in a conventional triple-electrode assembly
and the electrode potential controlled via an Ivium
Technologies Compactstat.h potentiostat. After applying the
desired electrode potentials to the samples, the supernatant
was removed, and the precipitate was collected by pipet and
dried at 60 °C on a hot plate overnight inside the glovebox. As
controls for the expected products, 17.6 µmol n(Fe2+S2−)(s) pre-
cipitate was also combined with either 1 mM iron(III) chloride
hexahydrate (97%, Sigma) or 1 mM potassium polysulfide
(≥42%, Sigma) (molar ratio ∼1 : 2.5 Fe2+S2− to Fe3+ or Sn2−)
shortly after precipitation of the material. The dry powders
were mounted between a coverslip and a 2 mm × 2 mm and
200 nm thickness silicon nitride window (Norcada) and sealed
with a cyanoacrylate-based glue. Samples were sealed in two
plastic bags prior to the transfer from the COY glovebox to the
beamline.

Sulfur K-edge XANES spectra were recorded at beamline 14-
3 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL).
The incident X-ray energy was obtained using a Si(111) double
crystal monochromator with the Stanford Positron Electron
Accelerating Ring (SPEAR) storage ring containing 500 mA at
3.0 GeV in top-off mode. The fluorescence lines of the
elements of interest were monitored using a silicon drift
Vortex detector (Hitachi) using Xspress3 pulse processing elec-
tronics (Quantum Detectors). The sample area was purged
with helium gas. Calibration of the X-rays was accomplished

by setting the pre-edge peak of sodium thiosulfate at 2472.02
eV. Suitable spectra from three detector channels were selected
using the SIXPACK software package.40 The normalization of
the spectra was performed using ATHENA.41

Raman spectra were measured for n(Fe2+S2−)(s) samples that
were prepared as described above for the electrochemical
measurements, but with an additional drying step in vacuo in
order to minimize scattering due to water. The dry powder was
placed in an airtight environmental sample cell (LIBcell,
Nanophoton) and analyzed by a Raman laser (532 nm) scan-
ning microscope from Nanophoton with a 20× objective in
point measurement mode. Each sample was illuminated for 10
s, for which over 200 scattering spectra were collected to gene-
rate an averaged spectrum. The spectrum was calibrated
against crystalline silicon at 521 cm−1 and the laser power was
set to be between 1.5–2.5 mW to ensure that the samples were
not exposed to excessive heating during the measurement. The
spectra of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) samples utilized in electrochemical
experiments were recorded at a minimum of 3 different
locations to assure reproducibility. In this process, only spectra
with the same number of peaks and peak positions were aver-
aged; otherwise, they were displayed as individual spectra. As a
chemical reference for the possible oxidation products (such
as pyrite and greigite), ca. 0.5 mmol Na2Sn(aq) and 0.1 mmol
FeCl2(aq) were reacted in 1 ml Milli-Q water at room tempera-
ture for three days prior to analysis.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed using a hybrid, gradient corrected Becke-Perdew86
(BP86) functional with 5% Hartree–Fock exchange in combi-
nation with a triple-ζ quality basis set42 def2-TZVP as
implemented in Gaussian16 Rev.C.01.43–45 This functional was
selected in order to obtain an experimentally sound descrip-
tion for the electronic and geometric structures of the FeS
system. Given the studied aqueous FeS systems and the pres-
ence of H2O after drying of FeS samples, the computational
models were embedded in a polarizable solvent continuum
(SMD).46 The charge distribution was computed using
Hirshfeld population analysis method.47 Atomic spin density
values were obtained from Mulliken population analysis.48

Clusters and complexes are noted as M[X]Z, where M is the spin
multiplicity (2S + 1) and Z the molecular charge of the relevant
species X.

Results and discussion
Voltammetry of n(Fe2+S2−)(s): iron-sulfur redox and the for-
mation of polysulfides

Starting from an open circuit potential of −0.56 V for freshly
precipitated n(Fe2+S2−)(s), the first voltammetric scan was
directed toward lower potentials up to −0.80 V (Fig. 2A). The
large cathodic current reaching a maximum at −0.80 V was
observed in all voltametric experiments and is attributed to
proton reduction producing H2. The first anodic peak (A1) was
observed at −0.39 V (Fig. 2A), a smaller second peak at −0.19 V
(A2), and a third at −0.05 V (A3).
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Similar to A2, FeCl3(aq) in a 200 mM K2HPO4 pH 7 buffer
showed a redox wave with an anodic peak at −0.18 V (Fig. 2A,
red trace). Additionally, the cathodic sweep showed a peak for
both n(Fe2+S2−)(s) and FeCl3(aq) at −0.41 V (C1). Since [Fe
(OH2)6]2+(aq) co-exists with n(Fe2+S2−)(s) despite FeCl2(aq) and
Na2S(aq) being reacted in 1 : 1 stoichiometries (in 11.4 mM con-
centration),49 A2 and C1 are attributed to the reversible redox
reaction of aqueous Fe2+/Fe3+ at pH 7:

A2=C1 ½FeðOH2Þ6$
2þ þH2O (+ ½FeðOHÞðOH2Þ5$

2þ þH3Oþ þ 1e&

Adding Sn2− to n(FeS)(s) in a 1 : 2 stoichiometric ratio signifi-
cantly changed the voltammogram. The current for peak A1
decreased (Fig. 2B), which coincided with the precipitate
becoming a black suspension. Solubilization of n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
was observed previously with polysulfide addition at pH 7. [Fe–
S]x(Sn2−)y complexes or clusters were proposed to be the reac-
tion product exhibiting an anodic peak.25 Contrary to this, in
our samples, no new anodic peak was observed. A decreased

current for A1 might be attributed to diminished contact with
the electrode upon solubilization of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) or could also
be attributed to a decreased electroactivity due to the presence
of a high concentration of negative charged polysulfide species
interfering with electronic contact with the ITO electrode.

The addition of Sn2− led to peak A3 exhibiting the highest
anodic current at about −0.05 V (Fig. 2B). This reaction is pro-
posed to be the oxidation of polysulfides to elemental sulfur
according to the following reaction:

A3 Sn2&ðaqÞ ! n=8 S8ðsÞ þ 2e&

Based on the free energies of formation for polysulfides39

and rhombic elemental sulfur50 in aqueous solution, the oxi-
dation of the most abundant (deprotonated) S52−(aq) species
has a standard reduction potential of −0.54 V vs. Ag/AgCl, but
an oxidation potential of ∼0 V (pH 6.8) similar to peak A3 was
reported for polysulfide oxidation on Au electrodes.51

After an anodic scan, another cathodic peak (C2) appeared
at −0.63 V for n(Fe2+S2−)(s) in the presence of Sn2−(aq) (Fig. 2B).
The standard reduction potentials of the S8/HS− and the S22−/
HS− redox pairs are −0.34 V and −0.32 V Ag/AgCl (pH 7)
respectively.32 As peak C2 is only observed on the second scan,
after the putative deposition of elemental sulfur at peak A3,
the reduction of S8 likely proceeds as:

C2 n=8 S80ðsÞ þ n H3Oþ
ðaqÞ þ 2ne& ! n HS&ðaqÞ þ n H2OðlÞ

Importantly, no oxidation reaction occurs on the ITO elec-
trode using solely Na2S(aq) or Na2Sn(aq) in a phosphate buffer
(Fig. 2C). Thus, none of the above assigned peaks for
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) with or without polysulfides can be attributed to
the underpotential deposition of sulfide on the electrode
surface, as reported for Au electrodes.51 The suppression of
sulfide oxidation on ITO has been reported earlier when a
phosphate buffer was used. It was hypothesized that H2PO4

−/
HPO4

2− anions hinder the diffusion of HS−(aq) to the electrode
surface.52 This demonstrates that the presence of iron ions is
necessary to render sulfide and polysulfides electroactive on
ITO in a 100 mM phosphate buffer, and suggests that the oxi-
dation of iron-bound sulfides to polysulfides might also
feature metal-centered redox changes.

XANES spectroscopy: iron oxidation precedes sulfur oxidation

To gain more insight into the iron and sulfur redox changes
occurring on the electrode, XANES spectroscopic measure-
ments were performed with samples oxidized at electrode
potentials corresponding to the observed anodic peaks. Trace
(a) in Fig. 3 depicts the S K-edge XANES spectrum of untreated
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) with its main edge peak located at 2471.0 eV. To
obtain samples of n(FeS)(s) that incorporate Fe3+ and Sn2− ions,
either Na2Sn(aq) or FeCl3(aq) were added to n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
in a molar ratio 1 : 2.5 Fe2+S2− to Fe3+ or Sn2−(trace (b)
and (d)). Fig. 3, trace (c) displays the S K-edge absorbance of
n(Fe2+S2−)(s), which was cycled between −0.5 V and −0.2 V for
3.5 h to accumulate polysulfides between the potentials of
their oxidation to sulfur (peak A3) and the onset of the large
cathodic current at −0.5 V. Both the control experiment of

Fig. 2 Cyclic voltammograms of (a) the first cycle of n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
(formed from equimolar 11.4 mM Fe2+(aq) and S2−(aq)) shown by the black
trace and 11.4 mM FeCl3 only by the red trace (for which the second vol-
tammetric cycle is shown). (b) 5.7 mM Na2Sn(aq) and n(Fe2+S2−)(s) (formed
as above) in 200 mM K2HPO4 (pH 7), which shows both the first and
second voltammetric cycle. Panel (c) depicts a voltammetric sweep of
0.5 mM Na2S(aq) (red) and ca. 0.5 mM Na2Sn(aq) in a 100 mM K2HPO4

buffer (pH 7) (black). The scanning speed was 10 mV s−1 and the open
circuit potential was the starting point for the potential sweep.
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n(Fe2+S2−)(s) with added Sn2−(aq) (Fig. 3, trace (b)) and the
electrochemical experiment (Fig. 3, trace (c)) show the main
edge peak at 2472.7 eV, which is also observed for S8(s) (ESI,
Fig. S1,† trace (i)).

The weak and broad pre-edge feature at 2470.2 eV may
correspond to the presence of small amounts of polysulfides,
as these features arise from the 1s to 3p-based, S–S σ* tran-
sitions of the terminal and internal sulfur atoms at 2472.7 eV,
respectively.53 However, these pre-edge features can also arise
from alternative species, such as S-radicals, cation bound
terminal S atoms of persulfides (i.e. vacant Li 2s/2p mixing
with occupied S 3p orbitals)54 or covalent Fe–S bonding
(vacant Fe 3d mixing with occupied S 3p orbitals).55 The main
transition at 2472.7 eV and the pre-edge feature at 2470.2 eV
could thus correspond to either polysulfides or elemental
sulfur and covalent Fe3+–S2− bonds.

To determine the changes of the electronic environment
and redox state of sulfide at voltametric peak A1, n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
was exposed to −0.8 V for 1.5 h (following the scan direction
of the voltametric experiments) and then stabilized at −0.5 V
for 2 h (Fig. 3, trace (e)). The main edge of the electrochemical
experiment at 2470.2 eV coincides with the Fe3+ containing
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) control sample (Fig. 3, trace (d)), whereas the

sulfur K-edge peak of untreated n(Fe2+S2−)(s) can be found 0.8
eV higher (Fig. 3, trace (a)). The pre-edge feature shift to lower
energies for Fe3+ bound sulfides is due to the higher nuclear
charge of ferric iron that lowers the Fe d-manifold relative to
ferrous iron, as was demonstrated by the S K-edge XANES
spectra of metal thiolate complexes and [4Fe–4S] clusters.55,56

The anodic current A1 can thus be associated with the oxi-
dation of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) to a ferric iron bound to sulfide,
although quantification is prohibited since both the rising-
edge feature of terminal polysulfides and pre-edge ferric
sulfide show a peak at 2470.2 eV.54 The absence of a signal
corresponding to S80 at around 2472.7 eV after applying −0.5 V
to n(Fe2+S2−)(s) suggests that the oxidation of iron precedes the
oxidation of sulfide.

Raman spectroscopy: an oxidative progression to ferric iron
containing mackinawite

Raman spectra for n(Fe2+S2−)(s) were measured after applying a
potential of −0.8 V, −0.35 V, or 0 V for 48 h (Fig. 4, traces
(a)–(c)). The sample exposed to 0 V was also reanalyzed after
2 months storage inside a glovebox maintaining an O2 level of
below the detection limit (≤ 20 ppm). From the −0.8 V prepa-
ration, the n(Fe2+S2−)(s) precipitate exhibited the characteristic
vibrational modes of mackinawite at 207 cm−1 (a1g mode) andFig. 3 Normalized sulfur K-edge X-ray near-edge absorbance spectra

of untreated n(Fe2+S2−)(s) (a), n(Fe
2+S2−)(s) to which Na2Sn(aq) was added

(b) and n(Fe2+S2−)(s) cycled between −0.5 V and −0.2 V (c). Samples for
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) incorporating Fe3+ were obtained by the addition of
FeCl3(aq) to n(Fe2+S2−)(s), depicted in trace (d), or electrochemical oxi-
dation of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) at −0.5 V (e). The energy scale is expressed in
electron volts and was calibrated against the first pre-edge feature of
sodium thiosulfate at 2472.02 eV.

Fig. 4 Raman spectra of electrochemically treated n(Fe2+S2−)(s), a reac-
tion between ferrous iron and polysulfides, and reference materials.
Spectra (a) to (c) depict n(Fe2+S2−)(s) with applied potentials of −0.8 V (a),
−0.35 V (b), 0 V (c) and n(Fe2+S2−)(s) to which an electrode potential of 0
V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied and subsequently stored in an anaerobic
environment 2 months prior to the analysis (d). Dry, heterogeneous
material obtained from a reaction of FeCl2(aq) and Na2Sn(aq) is depicted in
(e), (f ) and (g) sublimed elemental sulfur in (h) and a preparation of
Na2S(s) under anaerobic conditions is displayed in (i). The Raman peak
positions for the electrochemical experiments are presented in Fig. S2
(ESI).†
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292 cm−1 (b1g mode) (Fig. 4, trace (a)).35,57 Exposure to a poten-
tial of −0.35 V produced new Raman bands at 251 cm−1 and at
322 cm−1 (Fig. 4, trace (b)), which were both previously
assigned to Fe3+ containing mackinawite.32,35

The spectra acquired at 0 V for the freshly precipitated and
aged n(Fe2+S2−)(s) display broad peaks that are distinct from
mackinawite at ∼253, 322, and 350–360 cm−1 (Fig. 4, traces (c)
and (d)). These peaks are consistent with the previously
reported Raman bands for Fe3+ containing mackinawite.35

The Raman band at 359 cm−1 detected for aged n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
at 0 V could also correspond to the highest intensity Raman
bands of greigite at ∼355 and ∼365 cm−1, but other
vibrational modes (190 and 247 cm−1) of this mineral were
not observed. The appearance of the additional Raman band
at 359 cm−1, as well as an increase in peak intensities (relative
to the b1g mode of mackinawite near 295 cm−1) suggests an
oxidative progression from −0.35 V to 0 V. The n(Fe2+S2−)(s) b1g
normal mode shifted from 292 cm−1 at −0.8 V to 297 cm−1 at
0 V, and up to 305 cm−1 after 2 months storage under anaero-
bic conditions. This blue shift of the normal mode was pre-
viously attributed to the presence of ferric iron35 and is also
consistent with an oxidative progression at more positive elec-
trode potentials. This interpretation that the shift of the
∼295 cm−1 feature is related to the presence of Fe3+ ion, is
affirmed here based on the example of oxidized [8Fe–8S]
cluster models derived from DFT, which are discussed below
(cf. Fig. 5 and 6).

As the oxidation of sulfide to form polysulfides was
suggested to occur in n(Fe2+S2−)(s) during our cyclic voltamme-
try experiments (as evinced by polysulfide oxidation at A3 of
Fig. 2A and B), a complementary reference material was pre-
pared by reacting Na2Sn(aq) with FeCl2(aq). This experiment was
found to give a heterogeneous material, of which three repre-
sentative spectra are shown in Fig. 4, traces (e)–(g). Spectrum
(e) shows peaks characteristic for pyrite at 324 and 374 cm−1

and also an additional peak at 337 cm−1 of unknown origin.
The Raman spectrum of elemental sulfur (Fig. 4, trace (h)) dis-
plays peaks at 151, 219, and 473 cm−1, which can also be
found as minor peaks in spectrum (g) in Fig. 4. This indicates
the formation of elemental sulfur upon addition of polysul-
fides to ferrous iron. The high intensity peak at 302 cm−1 in
spectrum (g) is assumed to originate from n(Fe2+S2−)(s), which,
together with the presence of elemental sulfur, matches earlier
findings that the first products formed during the reaction of
Sn2−(aq) and Fe2+(aq) are n(Fe2+S2−)(s) and S0(s).17 Neither the
Fe2+ + Sn2− reference material nor electrochemically oxidized
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) exhibit the highest intensity Raman band at
449 cm−1 found for Na2Sn(s) (Fig. 4i), which suggests the
absence of non-coordinated, long chain polysulfides in our
samples. Spectra (d), (e) and (g) in Fig. 4 exhibit the same
closely spaced peaks at 94, 110, 119, 126, 134 and 143 cm−1 for
both the electrochemical experiment at 0 V and the reaction of
Fe2+ + Sn2−. These features are proposed here to arise from the
coordination of polysulfide species to Fe2+ and Fe3+, as dis-

Fig. 5 Simulated Raman spectra for the 1[2Fe–2S]0 rhomb (top left), the 1[8Fe–8S]0 cluster or core 1[2Fe–2S]0 rhombs embedded in a ring of 1[6Fe–
6S]0 as a model for 8(FeS)(aq) nanoparticles (top right), and the persulfide and bisulfide terminated 8(FeS)(aq) nanoparticle model in an all ferrous
(bottom left) and one-electron oxidized form (bottom right) with selected intramolecular distances at B(5%HF)P86/def2TZP/SMD(water) level of
theory. Interatomic distances, atomic spin densities, and spin density contour plots (orange/green are positive and negative spin contours at 0.01 e−2

Å−3 levels), are provided to illustrate the electronic and geometric structural differences among the models.
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cussed below for the computed resonance frequencies of
metal bound persulfides and polysulfides.

Vibrational analysis of n(Fe2+S2−)(aq) nanoparticle models
(n = 8)

The origin of the observed changes in the Raman peak posi-
tions during electrochemical oxidation was investigated by
using DFT-based vibrational analyses. The literature often cites
the [2Fe–2S] rhomb as the characteristic structural unit of
mackinawite, which is only correct when considering stoichio-
metry.17 In order to correlate spectral and electrochemical fea-
tures to composition and structure, we first modelled the
metal- and ligand-based redox changes of an isolated [2Fe–2S]
rhomb. The changes in the Fe–S bonding and consequences to
the Raman active vibrational modes are summarized in
Table S1 (ESI)† and discussed in the ESI Appendix.†

Building on these computational models, we derived [2Fe–
2S] core-only Raman active modes to eliminate the interfering
peaks from peripheral dangling groups encountered when the
[2Fe–2S] unit is part of a larger molecule. This focus on the
core is warranted because the contribution of dangling groups

to the experimentally observed Raman peaks is negligible due
to their low surface concentrations relative to the bulk of the
nanoparticle surface. At the same time, the polarizable conti-
nuum embedded [8Fe–8S] cluster is a realistic, experimentally
relevant species for mackinawite-like nanoparticle formation
in the smaller nucleation domain.19 The [8Fe–8S] cluster is the
smallest model which can compose a chemically reasonable
representation of a central [2Fe–2S] rhomb embedded in a ring
of peripheral 6Fe2+ and 6S2− ions, where termination of the
[2Fe–2S] rhomb environment completes the tetrahedral and
tetragonal pyramidal coordination for the ferrous and sulfide
ions, respectively. The core-extracted Raman spectra validate
the accuracy of the employed level of theory in predicting
Raman spectra by a scaled-quantum mechanical force field
(SQM-FF) treatment (see Table S2, ESI†).58,59 Using the experi-
mental Raman peaks of mackinawite, a periodic compu-
tational model,60 and our molecular cluster model, we obtain
a 94–96% scaling factor and 11–16 cm−1 shift to achieve the
best least-square fit to experiment. The SQM-FF parameters
cause non-significant changes in the calculated spectra in
comparison to our experimentally observed chemical shifts;
thus, we did not employ them in our current study.

Fig. 5 compares these peripheral chemical environments
from the complete absence in [2Fe–2S], through an incomplete
[8Fe–8S] model without polysulfides, to a plausible persulfide
saturated limit for the formally all ferrous and mixed ferrous/
ferric central [2Fe–2S] rhombs. With the exception of the iso-
lated [2Fe–2S] rhomb, the dominance of a 240–280 cm−1

feature is apparent (Fig. 5). Structural and electronic pertur-
bations are manifested in the variation of the peak intensity,
line-shape, and slight shift of envelop of Raman peaks around
250 cm−1, which is thought to correspond to the first distinct
Raman band at ∼253 cm−1 observed during the oxidation of
n(Fe2+S2−)(s) (Fig. 4, traces (b)–(d)). A 1e− oxidation of the [8Fe–
8S] neutral cluster results in a small shift of the Raman peaks
to higher wavenumbers as compared to the [2Fe–2S] clusters
given that the electron hole delocalizes throughout the entire
cluster (see [8Fe–8S)]0/+ in Table S1, (ESI).† Importantly, this
shift matches the observations that higher applied oxidation
potentials cause a shift of the normal mode of n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
from 294 to 305 cm−1 (Fig. 4, traces (a)–(d)). With these results,
we propose that the experimentally observed intensity increase
of the ∼253 cm−1 peak is originating from the presence of
molecular ferrous iron/sulfide clusters with defects, due to oxi-
dation state change (to nominally ferric iron), or variation in
the ligand environment (persulfide, polysulfide, bisulfide
versus bridging sulfides). This peak was predicted to be
present for the idealized mackinawite periodic structure only
at a very low intensity, which may become more prominent
due to lattice defects induced by oxidation.57

Persulfide and polysulfide ligand environment

In addition to the core-extracted [2Fe–2S] rhombs, smaller
[2Fe–2S] clusters with persulfide ligands were also computed
to investigate the vibrational modes of iron bound persulfides.
FeS clusters with bridging persulfides or terminal persulfide

Fig. 6 Simulated Raman spectra of [2Fe–2S] cores from FeS nano-
particles and model persulfide ligand environments on the example of
[2Fe–2S] clusters, in comparison to n(Fe2+S2−)(s) oxidized at 0 V. Spectra
(a) and (b) correspond to core extracted [2Fe–2S] rhombs, where (a)
depicts the blue-shifted Raman bands of a 1e− oxidized 8(FeS)(aq) par-
ticle and (b) the non-oxidized, neutral charge 8(FeS)(aq) particle. Raman
spectrum (c) depicts the measured spectrum of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) oxidized at
0 V, which was stored anaerobically for 2 months. Spectra (d) to (f )
show the vibrational modes of persulfide ligated [2Fe–2S] clusters,
where (d) corresponds to 2[2Fe–(SSH)2]

3+, (e) to 1{[2Fe–2S](S2
2−)2}

4− and
(f ) to 1{[2Fe–2S](S2

2−)4}
8−.
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ligands produce several high intensity Raman bands below
253 cm−1, similar to the observed Raman bands in the electro-
chemical experiments (Fig. 6, traces (c)–(f )). The 2[2Fe–
(SSH)2]3+ cluster also exhibits a vibrational mode at 257 cm−1

(Fig. 6, trace (d)), which is close to the 253 cm−1 peak observed
for n(Fe2+S2−)(s) at 0 V. The high intensity vibrational modes
below 140 cm−1 and near 253 cm−1 were also calculated for
hypothetical iron persulfide complexes, which are intended to
serve as a model ligand environment for iron bound persul-
fides (Fig. S32–S57, ESI†). Based on these observations, the
closely spaced Raman peaks below 140 cm−1 in the experi-
mental spectra (Fig. 4, traces (d), (e), and (g)), could therefore
originate from iron bound persulfides.

The increase in the relative Raman intensities below
140 cm−1 for n(Fe2+S2−)(s) from −0.8 V to 0 V (Fig. 4) and this
analysis corroborates the interpretation of the cyclic voltamme-
try experiments that polysulfides, and disulfides in particular,
are generated through the oxidation of sulfide above −0.5 V.

The synthesis and structural characterization of a [2Fe–2S]
cluster with two pentasulfide ligands has been reported.61 The
calculated equilibrium structure at the employed level of
theory is in good agreement with the measured structure and
has a root mean square deviation in bond lengths and bond
angles of 0.02 Å and 0.9°, respectively. The vibrational normal
modes were calculated and highly Raman active polysulfide
stretching modes above 400 cm−1 were observed for the nom-
inally ferrous iron containing 1{[2Fe2+–2S](S52−)2}4− (Fig. S13,
ESI†). The measured Raman spectrum of Na2Sn(s) exhibits
similar high intensity Raman band at 449 cm−1 (Fig. 4e),
corresponding to internal S–S stretching modes of polysul-
fides.62 Because no Raman bands were observed >400 cm−1 in
any of the studied electrode potentials, pentasulfide clusters
and non-iron bound polysulfides appear to be a less likely
reaction product than iron coordinated persulfide species,
which produce high intensity Raman bands below 253 cm−1.
The voltametric peaks A3 and C2 (Fig. 2) could thus be mainly
associated with disulfide species, although the equilibrium
between the different chain lengths of polysulfides might have
been altered during drying of the samples.

Thermodynamics of metal and ligand-based oxidation

Based on our results that indicate initial formation of a ferric
phase during FeS oxidation (Fig. 1), we composed a potential
energy surface of electronically varied, but stoichiometrically
equivalent FeS models (Fig. 7A). These models connect the
postulated metal- and ligand-based intermediates and allow
an initial assessment of possible states which may precede
iron loss or sulfur addition during n(Fe2+S2−)(aq) nanoparticle
oxidation. The reference structure is the neutral [2Fe–2S]
rhomb with antiferromagnetically coupled S = 2 iron centers; a
transient species formed during nucleation of mackinawite-
like n(Fe2+S2−)(aq) nanoparticles.17 The [2Fe–2S] reference state
can be represented by the (Fe 3d6+6/S 3p8+8) electron configur-
ation. Upon 1e− oxidation (bottom red arrow in Fig. 7A), the
rhomb converts to a mixed valence ferrous/ferric [2Fe–2S]+

paramagnetic (St = 1/2) state. The oxidation step is spon-

taneous by −12 kJ mol−1 (E° = +130 mV vs. Ag/AgCl). The
second oxidation forms the diferric rhomb in a now endergo-
nic step by 72 kJ mol−1 (E° = −308 mV). The 2e− oxidized
rhomb’s electron configuration is (Fe 3d5+5/S 3p8+8), corres-
ponding to metal-based oxidation. The latter two rhombs are
the physiologically relevant forms of plant ferredoxins with
comparable midpoint potentials (−340 to −500 mV).63–65 The
stability of protein bound diferric rhombs is due to the strong
terminal L(thiolate)–M bond, which was not considered here
for the sake of preserving the stoichiometry of intermediates
throughout the entire potential energy surface.

Ligand-based oxidation cannot be directly accessed from
the neutral, diamagnetic rhomb [2Fe–2S]. Instead, we con-
structed the chain model of a diferrous persulfide complex,
[Fe–SS–Fe]2+ trans isomer shown in the bottom left of Fig. 7A,
which corresponds to the electron configuration of (Fe 3d6+6/S
3p7+7). Unexpectedly, this pyrite mimic, without a ligand
environment around the terminal ferrous centers and the per-
sulfide anion, is only 35 kJ mol−1 (E° = −179 mV) higher than
the reference [2Fe–2S] rhomb. The 1e− reduction of the trans
isomer (top blue arrow) leads to ligand-based redox changes,
where the persulfide bond order is reduced and the S–S bond
length in S23− is elongated by 0.2 Å relative to S22−. The para-
magnetic [Fe–SS–Fe]+ trans species is unstable (+142 kJ mol−1

and E° = −1.471 V) without the presence of a ligand environ-
ment around the terminal Fe2+ ions. An additional reduction
step leads to complete dissociation and formation of two weakly
interacting FeS diatomic molecules. These two FeS units can
condense to form the initially discussed, neutral [2Fe–2S]
rhomb. In line with this pathway, literature examples showed
that, during reductive dissolution of pyrite, the FeS unit contain-
ing mineral pyrrhotite (Fe(1−x)S), where x < 0.17) is formed.66

In order to further explore the energy landscape and tran-
sitions between the pyrite mimic and mackinawite rhomb,
including changes in the metal and ligand oxidation states, a
plausible set of intermediates were generated by morphing the
[2Fe–2S] rhomb and the [Fe–SS–Fe]2+ chain. The morphing is
along a coupled vibrational coordinate, where the two ferrous
centers stretch in sync with the contraction of the S⋯S dis-
tance. The rhomb-to-chain morphing resulted in three unique
intermediate structures, which are a lower energy [FeSFeS]+

chain isomer, a [FeSSFe]+ chain cis isomer, and a dissociated
[FeS] + [FeS]+ pair of diatomic molecules. The reverse, chain-to-
rhomb morphing resulted only in two intermediates, which is
a lower energy [Fe–SS–Fe]+ cis isomer that is identical to the
one found along the first morphing path ([FeSSFe]+ chain cis
isomer). The other isomer is very similar to the aforemen-
tioned [FeS] + [FeS]+ pair. Thus, the energetic degeneracy of
the [Fe–SS–Fe]+ cis isomer and the [FeS] + [FeS]+ pair offer a
transition path between the metal- and ligand-based redox
processes.

With the key isomers identified, we draw a potential
pathway for connecting the metal- (Fig. 7A right-hand side)
and ligand (Fig. 7A left-hand side) based redox chemistry and
show this in Fig. 7B. Starting from freshly precipitated
n(Fe2+S2−)(s), a one electron electrochemical oxidation results
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in Fe3+ containing rhombs and chain isomers (observable by
XANES). The lower energy [FeSFeS]+ chain isomer consists of
multiple rotamers, which upon rotation of the common FeS
bond, generates the [FeSSFe]+ chain isomer leading to S–S
bond formation and an intra-molecular redox shift, when the
minimum distance between the sulfurs is reached (top right of
Fig. 7B). Following this change in the redox locus, a second
one electron oxidation to a polysulfide containing species is
indicated by new Raman vibrational modes ≤253 cm−1.

The free energy differences depicted in Fig. 7A do not allow
for a facile interconversion between the ligand-free, coordina-
tively unsaturated diiron persulfides and [2Fe–2S] rhombs
under ambient conditions. However, when considering hydro-
thermal conditions, free energy differences of 100 kJ mol−1

can be readily overcome. Furthermore, addition of metal-term-
inal ligand bonds to the redox active moiety (to the dangling
Fe2+ ions with ΔG°

r ' 100 kJ mol&1) or embedding the rhombs
and chains into a mineral/nanoparticle environment is
expected to considerably decrease the free energy of intercon-
version and thus flatten the potential energy surface. The
metal- and ligand-based oxidation cycles may thus become
energetically balanced, which provides the energetic rationale
for the simultaneous presence of oxidized and reduced metals
and ligands seen in our experiments.

As ligand-based oxidation requires a structural rearrange-
ment of two sulfide moieties (Fig. 7, [2Fe–2S] rhomb →
[FeSSFe]2+ chain), metal-based oxidation likely occurs more
readily, with the oxidation of iron preceding the oxidation of
sulfide. Variability in the pathway energies could allow electro-

chemical promotion of these oxidation routes, altering the
stoichiometry of x and y in Fe2+1−3xFe3+2xS2−1−y (Sn2−)y. As the
reduction of elemental sulfur (produced after the oxidation of
polysulfides in A3 or their disproportionation) back to sulfide
was observed in our voltametric experiments with n(Fe2+S2−)(s)
+ Na2Sn in C2 (Fig. 2B), the ligand-based oxidations appear to
be reversible under the here investigated electrode potential
ranges. The reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron also
appears to be feasible, as the electrode potentials necessary for
the reduction of the 1[2Fe–2S]2+/2[2Fe–2S]1+ and 2[2Fe–
2S]1+/1[2Fe–2S]0 redox couples are calculated to be −0.31 V and
+0.13 V vs. Ag/AgCl, respectively. Such reversibility would
potentially permit continuous cycling through the metal- and
ligand-based oxidation states by avoiding the decomposition
of the electrode through e.g. the accumulation of iron polysul-
fide species, making Fe2+1−3xFe3+2xS2−1−y(Sn2−)y suitable as an
electrocatalyst.

Conclusions
We report the electrochemical synthesis of Fe3+ containing
iron sulfide from freshly precipitated iron(II) sulfide under
ambient conditions. Previously, temperatures above 70 °C and
the addition of oxidants, such as FeCl3 or H2S, were necessary
to accomplish this transformation.21 The presence of ferric
iron was indicated by a shift of the S K-edge XANES to lower
energies from 2471.0 eV to 2470.2 eV and a Raman shift of the
normal mode of n(Fe2+S2−)(s) from 292 to 305 cm−1 at more

Fig. 7 (A) Potential energy surface map of redox processes between the mackinawite-like [2Fe–2S] rhomb (bottom right) and a pyrite-like [Fe–SS–
Fe]2+ ligand oxidized chain (bottom left) with conserved stoichiometry. Blue and red arrows indicate 1e− reduction and oxidation steps, respectively.
Changes in the oxidation state of Fe and S within the models are indicated on the x-axis. Thin, olive green vertical lines mark changes in chemical
bonding for isoelectronic, isomeric species with the same metal and ligand redox state. Small black arrows correspond to the number and spin of
unpaired electrons. Gibbs energies were estimated at B(5%HF)P86/def2TZVP/PCM (water SMD) level of theory. The electron energy for redox is
taken from Ag/AgCl potential +197 mV relative to SHE (4.21 V). (B) The FeS transitions that are directly relevant to the cyclic voltammetry presented
here are shown, illustrating a potential pathway between precipitated FeS and pyrite. Precipitated n(Fe2+S2−)(s) (modeled as a 2(FeS)(aq) rhomb) is elec-
trochemically oxidized, producing a ferric iron containing species observed by XANES. A pathway of isomerizations leads to an intra-molecular
redox shift where 2Fe3+ oxidizes 2S2− to (S2)

2− (the [Fe–SS–Fe]+ cis chain at top right). Subsequent oxidation leads to a pyrite-like Fe–SS–Fe chain
with Raman observable polysulfide (S2

2−).
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positive electrode potentials. The production of polysulfides
from Fe2+S2−(s) is detected in cyclic voltammograms due to the
oxidation of polysulfides to elemental sulfur at 0 V. With
increasing the applied electric potential from −0.80 V to −0.35
V and further to 0 V, n(Fe2+S2−)(s) exhibited increases in the
Raman signal intensities at 253 cm−1 and at wavenumbers
below 140 cm−1, which are attributed to a progression of the
oxidation of sulfide to polysulfides. These vibrational modes
are proposed to originate from iron bound persulfides, as
shown on the core-extracted [2Fe–2S] in a persulfide ligand
environment and model [2Fe–2S] persulfide clusters
respectively.

Fe3+ and Sn2− containing mackinawite is a chemically dis-
tinct FeS phase that exhibits both a ligand- and metal-centered
redox locus, through the oxidation of sulfide to polysulfides
and Fe2+ to Fe3+. Its oxidized form is expressed here as
Fe2+1−3xFe3+2xS2−1−y(Sn2−)y based on previous studies,33 esti-
mating the Fe3+ content (x) to be less than 0.1. Within the
scope of this work, we could not determine the amount of
polysulfides (y) as an additional oxidation product. Analogous
to the 2e− redox reactions of the model [2Fe–2S] rhombs that
mimic plant ferredoxins, n(Fe2+S2−)(s) could act as a catalyst for
reactions typically catalyzed by biological [Fe–S] clusters.67

Further investigations into the reversibility of both Fe2+ and
S2− oxidation are necessary, but the reduction of elemental
sulfur, produced during voltametric experiments from polysul-
fides, and the calculated redox potentials for 1[2Fe–2S]2+ and
2[2Fe–2S]1+ rhombs suggest the reversibility of these redox
reactions. The presence of both ferric iron and polysulfides
suggests that this material could potentially produce either
Fe2+Fe3+2S2−4 (greigite) or Fe2+(S2)2− (pyrite) based on the
applied electrode potential (see also ref. 68). By understanding
how solution and electrode potentials could favor either metal-
or ligand-oxidation, tunability of these reaction routes can be
achieved and the resulting material can be tailored towards
facilitating reactions typically promoted by either greigite or
pyrite.
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